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ABSTRACT

Even with use of restart intervals� some residual errors
remain in the decoded JPEG images after transmission�
In order to improve the image quality� robust decoding
techniques are useful� First� we propose error detection
techniques� then error compensation and concealment
techniques for the damaged blocks� Depending on the
entropy coding and on the neighbourhood template� im�
provements between � and � dB in terms of Peak�to�peak
Signal�to�Noise Ratio �PSNR� are provided by robust
decoders with respect to conventionnal JPEG decoders�
under bit error rates around and less than �	���

� Introduction

The JPEG �Joint Photographic image Experts Group�
DCT based coding schemes operate as follows 
 The
original image is scanned sequentially in � � � pixel
blocks which are DCT �Discrete Cosine Transform�
transformed� The DCT coe�cients are then quantized
using provided quantization tables� The DC quantized
coe�cient is dierentially coded and the AC coe�cients
are rearranged in a zigzag order and then they are en�
tropy coded with a runlength�Human encoding for the
baseline process and with a binary arithmetic coder for
the extended process ��� ���
Transmission errors in entropy coded data propagate
over several DCT coe�cients and blocks� This propaga�
tion is mainly due to entropy coding� runlength encod�
ing� dierential DC coding and inverse DCT for the spa�
tial domain�In order to limit error propagation� a simple
approach is to use independant synchronization points
at regular user��xed interval lengths� At the encoder�
the DPCM coding and the entropy encoder are reset at
the begining of each interval� and the same is done at the
decoder side upon the reception of the synchronization
markers� This con�nes the errors in the interval where
they occured� The dierent intervals are independent�
thus� they are also usefull for parallel decoding of the
image ���� In the case of the JPEG standard the syn�
chronization intervals are named restart intervals� Even
with the use of restart intervals� some residual errors
remain in the decoded images� In order to reduce these

errors� we have proposed in a recent work detection and
concealment techniques of the residual errors in the case
of the baseline process with one neighbourhood tem�
plate ���� In this paper� we propose an improvement to
the detection techniques and a new neighbohood tem�
plate� An adaptation of the proposed solutions to the
extended coding process with arithmetic coding is also
introduced�
The paper is organized as follows 
 Section � presents the
residual error detection techniques� The error conceal�
ment method is presented in section �� The objective
and subjective results obtained for the detection and
concealment techniques in the case of the two entropy
coding schemes with dierent neighbourhood templates
are given in Section �� The conclusion discusses some
further work and extensions of the proposed methods�

� Error detection

��� Error detection by coherence tests

The �rst coherence level which is tested is relative to the
transfer format markers and segments� An incoherence
in the received transfer format structure is considered
as an error� Concerning the coherence tests at the block
and entropy coding levels� they depend on the entropy
coding technique used� In the case of the baseline pro�
cess� three coherence levels are considered� The �rst one
deals with the received Human codewords� In some
cases� it happens that the decoder reads words whose
length is exceeding the maximal permitted length for
Human codewords ���bits�� In this case� it is clear
that the received word is not recognized in the Human
table� The second level is at the runlength decoding� it
consists of detecting incoherent values of SIZE and in�
coherent successions of �RUN�SIZE� values like the suc�
cession of two EOBs� At the block level� it occurs� under
certain errors� that the number of decoded coe�cients
in a block is greater than ��� this corresponds to an er�
ror�
Concerning the arithmetic coder� only coherence tests at
the transfer format structure level are considered� The
decoder can not detect incoherences in the arithmetic
entropy received bitstream�



��� Error detection in the frequency domain

This method is intended for error detection in the AC
coe�cients� It compares the amplitudes of the current
block AC coe�cients with those of the neighbouring
blocks� Taking into acount the AC coe�cient distri�
bution ���� the comparison is based on the hypothesis
that frequency active zones in the images are not iso�
lated� It is rare to �nd an isolated AC coe�cient with a
large amplitude� there will be at least an adjacent block
with a similar AC coe�cient at the same rank in the
zigzag order� As shown in �gure �� two types of block
neigborhoods are used�
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Figure �
 Neighbourhoods used for error detection and
concealment� �a� 
 Prediction neighbourhood� �b� 

Interpolation neighbourhood

The prediction neighbourhood uses � surrounding
blocks� If k is the rank of the current AC coe�cient in
the current block� the coe�cient is declared errouneous
if one of the two following conditions holds 


jBc�k�j � � �max �jBl�k�j � jBt�k�j � jBtl�k�j � jBtr�k�j� � �� ���

or

jBc�k�j � � �min �jBl�k�j � jBt�k�j � jBtl�k�j � jBtr�k�j� � �� ���

The functions max and min return respectively the
maximum and minimum of their arguments� The coef�
�cients � and � depend on the rank k 
 � � �

�
� k� ��

The interpolation neighbourhood uses � surrounding
blocks� The block to the right is not used because the
errors propagate in that direction�The AC amplitude
tests are similar to those of the case of the prediction
neighbourhood and we use the values 


c hor�k� � Bl�k� ���

c vert�k� �
�Bt�k� �Bd�k��

�
���

c diag��k� �
�Btl�k� � Bdr�k��

�
���

c diag��k� �
�Btr�k� �Bdl�k��

�
���

In the equations � and � we replace Bl�k�� Bt�k��
Btl�k� and Btr�k� respectively by c hor�k�� c vert�k��

c diag��k� and c diag��k��

��� Error detection in the spatial domain

This method is mainly for DC coe�cient error detection�
Errors on DC coe�cients correspond to discontinuities
in adjacent block boundaries� Taking into acount that
pixel value evolution in natural images is smooth� a hard
variation is considered as an error�
Let B� and B� be two blocks with a shared boundary
and let m� and m� be respectively the average values
of the pixels of B� and B� boundaries and ���� �

�
� their

variances� The comparison of the frontiers of the two
adjacent blocks is based on the value 


t � �
jm� �m�j

�d
where �d

� �
��

� � ��
�

�
���

According to ���� the optimal value of t to detect nat�
ural edges with � pixels in both sides of the edge is 

topt � ����� Thus� an edge is detected if t � topt� In
order to preserve natural edges but detect transmission
errors� the threshold must be higher than topt� We have
adopted a dynamic threshold which takes into acount
the image context 


tthreshold � tm�last correct block� � topt ���

where tm�last correct block� is the average of the t
values of the boundaries of the last correctly decoded
block� The initial value of the threshold corresponds to
twice topt�
As shown in �gure �� two neighbourhood templates

are used� they correspond respectively to two or three
block boundaries� For the prediction neighbourhood�
an error is detected if tt � tthreshold and tl � tthreshold�
In the case of the interpolation neighbourhood� a third
boundary is tested 
 td � tthreshold�
The detection methods presented here are used in the
following order 
 coherence tests� frequency domain de�
tection and then spatial domain detection�

� Error concealment and error compensation

In the case of the baseline process� when an error occurs�
in most cases� the decoder recovers synchronization af�
ter decoding few blocks� The remaining blocks in the
restart interval are not damaged� In order to preserve
undamaged blocks in the restart interval� the detection
technique returns the type of the detected error� Mainly�
we have distinguished merge errors� split errors� incoher�
ences in the entropy data� spatial errors and frequency
domain errors�
In the case of the extended process with arithmetic cod�
ing� all the errors are processed in the same manner�
The current block and remaining ones in the restart in�
terval are concealed�
The damaged block concealment is similar for the two
processes� In the case of the prediction neighbourhood



shown in �gure �� the DC coe�cient is concealed by
the average value of the surrounding DC values� while
the AC coe�cients of the rank k in the zigzag order is
concealed by 


Bc�k� �
�maxabs �Bl�k��Bt�k�� �maxabs �Btl�k��Btr�k��

�
���

The functionmaxabs returns the coe�cient which has
the maximum absolute value� This concealment takes
into acount the horizontal� vertical and diagonal edges
of the surrounding blocks�
In the case of the interpolation neighbourhood shown
in �gure �� the DC coe�cient is concealed by the aver�
age of the seven surrounding blocks and the AC coef�
�cients are concealed by the same equation as in � by
replacing Bl�k�� Bt�k�� Btl�k� and Btr�k� respectively
by c hor�k�� c vert�k�� c diag��k� and c diag��k� given
in equations � through ��

� Results

The results presented concern the image �Gold Hill�
which is a ��	� ��� one component image� The image
is coded with �� MCU �blocks� per restart interval� this
correponds to a decrease in compression ratio of �����
in the case of the baseline process and to ����	� in the
case of the extended process�
Figure � ��a� and �b�� presents the obtained PSNRs ver�
sus the bit error rate �BER� for the two coding processes
with the prediction neighbourhood� For bit error rates
around �	��� the provided PSNR improvement is about
�dB in the case of the baseline process� In the case of
the extended process� the levels of PSNRs are less in�
teresting than in the baseline case� The improvement
provided by our decoder with respect to the conven�
tional JPEG decoder is about � to �dB for all the bit
error rates�

Figure � ��c� and �d�� gives the results of the interpo�
lation neighbourhood case� The improvement are more
signi�cant than those obtained in the case of the pre�
diction neighbourhood� More than �dB are provided by
our robust decoder in the case of the baseline process�
In the case of the extended process the gain is about
�dB�

In order to complete the objective results� �gure �
presents visual results obtained for the �Gold Hill� im�
age under bit error rate of 	���	�	 and a �� MCU restart
interval length� Clearly� the quality of the images de�
coded by the robust decoders is better than that of the
images decoded by JPEG conventional decoders� The
interpolation neighbourhood shows better results than
the prediction neighbourhood�

� Conclusion

Considering the results obtained� it appears that the
baselineprocess is best suited for JPEG image trans�
mission over error�prone media� As a recommenda�
tion for practical applications� we suggest a restart in�
terval length around �	MCU for the baseline process
and a higher length� preferably guided by the compres�
sion�robustness trade�o in the case of the extended
process with arithmetic coding� For a fast implemen�
tation we recommend the error detection and conceal�
ment methods with a prediction neighbourhood� For
best quality of decoded images� we recommend the in�
terpolation neighbourhood�
Work is now in progress to improve the concealment
method and the detection techniques in the case of the
extended process� The adaptation of the proposed tech�
niques to animated images� namely for the MPEG stan�
dard� is also under consideration�
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Figure �
 PSNRs obtained by the robust and conventional JPEG decoders for the image �Gold Hill� coded with
��MCU�RST �a� 
 Baseline process and prediction neigborhood �b� 
 Baseline process and interpolation neigborhood
�c� 
 Extended process and prediction neigborhood� �d� 
 Extended process and interpolation neigborhood

(o)

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure �
 �Gold Hill� decoded image by the robust and conventional JPEG decoders with a ��MCU�RST inter�
val length and under a BER of 	�� �	�	 �o� 
 Error free decoded image� �a� 
 Conventional Baseline process�
PSNR�����	dB� �b� 
 Robust Baseline process with prediction neighbourhood� PSNR������dB� �c� 
 Robust Baseline
process with interpolation neighbourhood� PSNR������dB� �a�� 
 Conventional extended process� PSNR����	�dB�
�b�� 
 Robust extended process with prediction neighbourhood� PSNR������dB� �c�� 
 Robust extended process with
interpolation neighbourhood� PSNR������dB


